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MGEX WHEAT RECAP 
Tuesday, June 03, 2014 

Futures Settlements: Cash: Delivered Rail Chicago/Beyond. Mpls is -15, Duluth -25 

 Close Chg Today's 
Volume 

AM 
O.I. 

O.I 
Chg 

Protein: 12% 13% 14% 15% 

MWN4 684^4 S -12^6 4916 29825 -570 Basis (N): +70/+85 +65/+150 +135/+160 +175/+250 

MWU4 693^2 S -12^4 1403 17755 +263 Info:  train/nom nom/cars cars/cars nom/cars 

MWZ4 705^0 S -12^2 1296 18134 +449 Change: unch/unch unch/up 60 up 10/up 5 unch/up 50 

MWH5 714^4 S -10^4 423 5349 -26 Mpls Truck 20d to-arrive: +5 +40 +55 

MWK5 718^6 S -10^6 63 484 +0 Portland (N) June July Aug (NC) Sep 

MWU5 715^6 S -11^6 9 171 +0 14%proBasis  +125/+140 +115/+135 +100/+125 +90/+125 

Totals:   8,128 72,023 +115  unch/unch unch/up 5 unch/up 5 unch/up 10 

Cash Exchanges: 1909 Options: 101 

Receipts on the Floor:   
87 cars and 1 train 

Implied option vols: 
N:23% U:24% Z:23% 

Cash: DNS basis printed sharply higher on a few cars that spread 
well to California, representative more of that freight spread rather 
than an increase in demand. PNW was flat to up 5.   

Commentary: 
Wheat, corn, and soybeans all traded to sharply lower levels today as fund selling intensified after 
yesterday’s report of excellent first-week corn conditions. WN closed the Feb 28th-Mar 3rd gap from 
Russia’s annexation of Crimea, effectively completing a 100% retracement of that rally. Another 
downside objective achieved. Wheat remains critically oversold, but it’s hard to get bullish with US 
values still well above world offers and ahead of winter wheat harvest. A seasonal bottom would be 
more typically scored in mid to late June during the gut-slot of harvest.  
 
Today was day one of the DB roll which saw about 4,000 WN4-WN5 spreads trade all day, mostly 
around unchanged in the 64-65 carry area. KW N4/N5 also traded but in significantly lower volumes, 
less than 1,000 all day and mostly around -15. There a bullspreader bid the spread up to take on 
whatever roll volume was offered. Volumes for both were in line with expectations. Much of the volatility 
is in the back end and today’s levels are roughly -15 for WH5-WN5 and 9 inverse for KWH5-KWN5. 
Regardless of fundamentals, there just won’t be the same amount of pressure on the calendar spread 
strip out across the curve after the conclusion of this 5-day roll period. The major commodity index roll 
primarily in the front, from N to U, and will begin on Friday.  
 
We want to come out of the roll bullspread in both Chicago and KC. KC because the crop is small and 
basis remains stout and Chicago simply because the carries have expanded to such a degree that a 
corrective rally in the spreads is warranted. Short hedges in Chicago should be in WN5. Short hedges 
in just about anything should probably be in WN5…  
 
Spring wheat suffered from liquidation-type selling in both MN-KN and MN-WN today in response to 
yesterday’s bearish crop progress report. Calendar spreads also continue to grind out to wider carries 
with N/U touching -9, U/Z to -11 ¾, and even a token 1-lot of Z/H (finally) trading double digit carries. 
Despite late seeding, abundant soil moisture and the cool and wet weather pattern are contributing to a 
favorable outlook for spring wheat production. Canadian export data released today confirms that 
Canadian wheat is shipping at an aggressive pace, working through the backlog. 290,000 tonnes of 
non-durum wheat were shipped to the US in April compared with 115,000 in March. The improved grain 
transportation outlook is negative for MW calendar spreads. –Austin Damiani 


